
Problems Involving Money - Guide
Money problems usually have to do with someone buying some number of an item or items. The things that
you might want to identify in the problem are listed below. When I include that thing in an equation, I use
the shortened form in parentheses.

The price of an item ("Price of ___")
The number of an item that was bought ("Number of ___")
The total amount of money paid for items of one type ("Amount paid for ___")
The cost to the store of an item ("Cost of ___")
The total cost to the store for all items of a type ("Total cost of ___")
The total number of items that were purchased ("Total number of items")
The total amount of money paid for all items ("Total amount paid") (also known as "revenue")
The total cost to the store of all items ("Total cost of items").
The profit made by the store ("Profit")

There are several equations that this sort of problem assumes you know. Some of the basic ones just deal
with the definition of "total:"

(Total number of items) = (Number of item 1) + (Number of item 2) + ...
(Total amount paid) = (Amount paid for item 1) + (Amount paid for item 2) + ...
(Total cost of items) = (Total cost of item 1) + (Total cost of item 2) + ...

The next type of equations that you should know to use have to do with the fact that the cost of some
number of an item is the price times the number bought. So, if I buy 8 pineapples for $2 each, I have to pay
$8 × 2 = $16.

(Amount paid for item 1) = (Price of item 1)×(Number of item 1)
(Total cost of item 1) = (Cost of item 1)×(Number of item 1)

The final equation that we need to know for price gives us the definition of "profit". If it costs me $10 to
buy a box of chocolates, and I sell them and make $30, my profit is the total amount of money I gained: $30
- $10 = $20.

(Profit) = (Total amount paid) - (Total cost of items)

You may also need a little bit of common sense:

(Number of item 1) ≥ 0

When you solve this sort of problem, first go through it and translate every piece of information into a
mathematical statement using the names of things above, like "Total number of items". It's a good idea to
keep each phrase in its own set of parentheses to make things less confusing.

The only place that variables should appear in in this stage is defining what the variable stands for; if the
problem says "How many each of red and blue jello did I buy," then I would translate this to "Number of
red jello = x; Number of blue jello = y".

Be careful that you can identiy exactly that each variable stands for; it should be something from the above
list. There may be two variables in the problem, or there may be just one thing that you're looking for.



The next step is to try to get rid of all the names of things, these phrases like "profit" or "total cost of items."
These are just placeholders for something that we want to express with just math. We can gradually replace
each of these with its definition from elsewhere until we finally get an equation that just uses variables.
Then, we can solve, using the graphical methods you are familiar with.

Example: A store sells red jello for $2 and blue jello for $3. I want to buy 12 boxes, spending no more than
$30. What are the possible numbers of boxes of red jello that I could buy?

English language Mathematical Language

...red jello for $2... (Price of red jello) = 2

...blue jello for $3. (Price of blue jello) = $3

I want to buy 12 boxes (Total number of items) = 12

spending no more than $30 (Total amount paid) ≤ 30

What are the possible numbers of boxes of red jello (Number of red jello) = x

This doesn't look like all that much information, nor is it clear how it will all connect to give me an answer.
But I can work slowly away at it, substituting in things that I know to get rid of the phrases in my equations.
I'll work on the total number equation first:

New equation: How I got it:

(Number of red jello) + (Number of blue
jello) = 12

(Total number of items) = (Number of item 1) + (Number of
item 2) + ...

x + (Number of blue jello) = 12 (Number of red jello) = x

(Number of blue jello) = 12 - x Subtract x from both sides

12 - x ≥ 0 (Number of blue jello) ≥ 0

x ≤ 12 Add x to both sides

This is all the information I can hope to get from that first equation. Note that it gives me a range for x. Am
I done? Not quite. The other equation might do something to limit the possible values of x.

New equation: How I got it:

(Amount paid for red jello) + (Amount paid for blue
jello) ≤ 30

(Total amount paid) = (Amount paid for item 1)
+ (Amount paid for item 2) + ...

(Price of red jello)×(Number of red jello) + (Price of
blue jello)×(Number of blue jello) ≤ 30

(Amount paid for item 1) = (Price of item
1)×(Number of item 1)

2(Number of red jello) + 3(Number of blue jello) ≤ 30 (Price of red jello) = 2; (Price of blue jello) = $3

2x + 3(Number of blue jello) ≤ 30 (Number of red jello) = x

2x + 3(12 - x) ≤ 30 (Number of blue jello) = 12 - x

Once we have an equation that has none of those placeholding phrases left in it, we are ready to try to solve.
This equation can be solved either graphically or algebraically. We find out that x ≥ 6. We also know that x
can't be more than 12. So, x = [6, 12]. Translating this back into English, we say "The number of boxes of
red jello can be anywhere from 6 to 12."


